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udio description (aD) is a service for people with sight
loss that makes audiovisual content such as films and tv
series accessible to them by verbally describing the visual elements they cannot access. this form of intermodal translation
entails various challenges. one of them is how to render orally
the emotions, feelings, and other mental states of narrative
characters, i.e., elements that we infer from concrete actions,
facial expressions, and gestures shown on screen. In practice,
we can use various strategies, situated on a continuum ranging
from an objective ‘describe what you see’ approach to more interpretative, subjective descriptions, explicitly naming the
mental state underlying the visuals. although early aD guidelines recommend objective descriptions, recent research has indicated that more subjective approaches may offer various
advantages to target audiences in terms of immersion in the
story world or imposed cognitive load. In this paper, we present the results of a case study involving the analysis of three
episodes from different Dutch-spoken tv series to explore a)
what strategies audio describers use to express mental states
and b) where do they stand on the objective-subjective continuum. the results show that, contrary to what the guidelines
recommend, the descriptions are situated nearer the subjective
side of the continuum, suggesting that, when translating visual
elements into a verbal form, audio describers tend to look
beyond the screen to infer the implicit underlying meaning.1

intermodal translation
visual-verbal transfer
audio description strategies
character description

1

the research of this article is part of the coreaD Project ‘cognitive research in
aD: towards a model determining the cognitive load of audio described audiovisual products’, funded with support from the bof research fund of the university of antwerp (41/ fa030600/ffb190134).
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1. Introduction
audio description (aD) is a service that makes audiovisual products such as films or
tv series accessible to people with sight loss. It does so by translating the visual elements in the original work that the target audience does not have access to into a verbal narration inserted between dialogues and other relevant aural components such as
music and sound effects (remael et al. 2015). as such, audio description constitutes an
instance of what Kress (2003: 47) calls transduction, i.e., an “operation which involves
shifts across modes.” In translation studies, aD is defined, following Jakobson’s (1959)
division of translation types, as a form of transmutation or intersemiotic translation
(Jakobson 1959: 233). However, with new technological developments leading to new
types of translation, we may wonder whether this term is still capable of accommodating all the new multimodal realities that have entered the realm of translation since the
introduction of screen communication and audiovisual translation. Kaindl (2013), for
example, claims that intersemiotic translation, defined by Jakobson (1959: 233) as “an
interpretation of verbal signs by signs of nonverbal sign systems,” is somewhat “unfortunate” (Kaindl 2013: 261), given the expansion and diversification of the field.
He suggests moving away from Jakobson’s (1959) linguistically based concepts
and distinguishing different types of translation based on the concepts of mode and
medium, as perceived by Kress and van leeuwen (2001). In this way, we can categorize
translations along two dimensions (Kaindl 2013: 261-262). the first dimension looks at
the mode of the source text and the target text. the mode can be the same, e.g. when we
translate a written text in one language into a written text in another language, in which
case we have an intramodal translation. or it can be different, e.g., when we translate a
written text into a picture book, in which case we have an intermodal translation. the
second dimension looks at the medium in which the source text and target text are presented. again, the medium can be the same, e.g. an english novel on paper is translated
as a novel on paper in any other language, in which case we have intramedial translation.
or it can be different, e.g., when a novel on paper is translated as a play, in which case
we have an intermedial translation. Given this two-dimensional framework, audio description can be defined as intermodal (from the visual mode to the verbal mode) and
intramedial (e.g., within the medium of film).2 one of the advantages this classification
offers is that it allows for a much more fine-grained analysis of the difficulties arising
during the translation process, attributable to either the modal or the medial aspect of
the transfer.

2

we use film here as an example since there are many other audiovisual products to which audio descriptions can
be added, such as plays, opera, sports events, museum exhibits, to name but a few. In all these instances, however,
the medium of the translation stays the same, and it is only the mode that changes. In other words, all these types
of aD are forms of intramedial translation.
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In our paper, we take a closer look at the challenges posed by the aD process’s intermodal nature, with a particular focus on the description of the psychological (mental
and behavioral) dimension of narrative characters. after some theoretical observations
and an overview of the existing literature on this particular topic, we will look at how
the difficulties inherent to this specific component of the description are handled in
Dutch-spoken audio descriptions, based on a case study of three different tv series.

2.

challenges posed by the intermodal nature of audio
description

like any other type of translation, aD is a process that consists of various phases,
the main ones being the analysis of the source text and the creation of the target text
using appropriate translation strategies. In other words, as remael et al. (2015) put it,
the describer first has to determine what elements are eligible for description and then
has to decide what elements (s)he will eventually include in the description and how.
both these steps in the process are impacted by the specific modes of the source and
target text and the aD process’s intermodal nature.
2.1. Source text analysis or determining what we can describe

as explained above, audio description involves translating visual images into a verbal
narrative for people who do not have access to the visual component of audiovisual
products. therefore, when determining what elements can be included in the description, the describer has to carefully analyze the source text’s visual mode. this may seem
pretty straightforward, particularly since – contrary to natural languages – we never
really have to learn how to ‘read’ a film to understand it. our common presumption
that we understand the full meaning of visual communication is due to the fact that images, to a higher degree than words, seem to be pre-filled with meaning. Indeed, as Kress
(2003: 3) observes: “words are, relatively speaking, empty of meaning, or perhaps better,
[…] the word is there to be filled with meaning.” whether or not words are indeed
empty of meaning remains open to debate. However, it is clear that, compared to images,
their meaning is to a significantly higher degree based on convention rather than on resemblance, which has considerable advantages in the case of translation, as will be
briefly discussed below. monaco (2009: 179) makes one important additional observation: “language systems may be much better equipped to deal with the nonconcrete
world of ideas and abstractions […] but they are not nearly so capable of conveying precise information about physical realities.” In visual communication, the opposite seems
to be true. In terms of concrete, physical phenomena, an image “can give us a close nonconcrete reality, it can communicate a precise knowledge that written or spoken lan-
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guage seldom can” (monaco 2009: 179). on the other hand, non-concrete, abstract realities such as feelings, thoughts, or other mental states of people, in this case, film characters, are much harder to depict with a high degree of precision and often include a
significant implicit component when rendered visually. this point’s relevance for source
text analysis in audio description is clear, and both the physical and the abstract parts
of the visual message are problematic in their way because of this reality.
when analyzing concrete visual elements such as spatiotemporal settings or the
physical appearance of characters, a first feature that complicates our choice of what
needs describing is the so-called overdetermination or overconcreteness (Schmid 2014)
of these elements. Depicted as they look in reality, we cannot pre-select what is relevant
and what is not, making it “difficult to discern, whether an element or a property is intentionally represented and therefore belongs to the story or came into the field of vision
accidentally” (Schmid 2014: 16-17). this makes it harder to determine whether we need
to describe a specific element in an image. a second feature that complicates the analysis is that the meaning of these concrete visual elements is based more on resemblance
than convention. this makes recognizing and correctly interpreting a particular element
a much more individual, top-down endeavor. Put differently, if the translator does not
know a specific word, (s)he can look up its ‘conventional’ meaning in a dictionary. Suppose, however, that an audio describer does not know a tool shown in a documentary
or does not recognize a specific landmark or other cultural references in a film. In that
case, it will be much more challenging and sometimes even impossible to arrive at its
precise meaning, which will either be lost or only approximated at best.
Settings and physical appearance are far from optional in stories. according to narratological research, however, a sufficient understanding of narrative – including films
and tv series, and their audio described versions – depends on insights into the characters’ mental dimension, i.e., their actions and reactions, and the feelings, emotions,
and other mental states underlying and driving these actions (e.g., emmott 1997; fresno
2016; fresno et al. 2016; Palmer and Salway 2015). Since this mental dimension is a nonconcrete constituent, it cannot be precisely depicted in visual communication. Indeed,
what can be seen – and is part of the source text analysis – are the characters’ facial expressions, gestures, and other actions. Still, the emotions, feelings, or other mental states
underlying them, generally remain implicit and will have to be inferred. Just like any
other meaning-making process, this inferencing is always an individual and hence subjective endeavor. that means that the result of the analysis of a particular facial expression or gesture may differ depending on the individual describer. In their study of
two audio descriptions of the film The English Patient (minghella 1996), Palmer and Salway (2015: 134) discuss a scene in which a particular mental state of one of the characters is described in two very different, even opposite, ways, which highlights the
difficulty of interpreting and rendering the meaning of non-concrete visual information.
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and, as the authors rightfully conclude, ‘small differences in descriptions […] can result
in big potential differences for an audience’s understanding of the story’ (Palmer and
Salway 2015: 135). as will become apparent in the following section, the audience’s experience is not only influenced by differences in what is described. How descriptions
are formulated is equally important, not only for the overall understanding of the story
but also – as recent research suggests – for the cognitive load imposed on the target
audience and hence on their enjoyment of the audio described product.
2.2. Target text creation or how to formulate the description

once we have determined what elements are eligible for description, two decisions will
have to be made in creating the target text. first of all, the describer has to decide which
of these elements he will include in the description: since audio descriptions have to fit
in between dialogues and cannot interfere with other sound effects – the meaning-making channels people with sight loss do have access to – it will often not be possible to
include all relevant information and a selection will have to be made (fryer 2016; remael et al. 2015; vercauteren 2012). again, this can be ascribed to the fundamentally
different logics governing the visual and verbal mode: while in visual communication,
information is presented simultaneously and can be taken in holistically, in verbal communication, information has to be presented and processed sequentially. therefore,
only a small portion of a film’s wealth of visual elements can be rendered in the short
timespan between two dialogues. this explains why most early guidelines and research
in audio description (e.g., Snyder 2005; vercauteren 2007; Kruger 2010; rai et al. 2010)
focus on designing protocols and methodologies for content selection and helping describers to determine what is relevant and what not.
once the describer has selected the elements (s)he will include in the description,
(s)he has to decide how to verbalize them. when it comes to the style of audio description or, how to describe, the main bone of contention has always been whether to describe objectively or subjectively. even though one may wonder whether ‘objectivity’
is at all possible in a highly individualized process such as meaning-making, many aD
guidelines state that describers should only describe what they see without any interpretation (e.g., benecke and Dosch 2004; Snyder 2010), or that “[t]he description must
be given objectively in order not to impose the describer’s own feelings but rather provoke the listener’s” (rai et al. 2010: 61). this rule of objectivity is particularly stressed
when it comes to the audio description of facial expressions or gestures, probably not
surprising given the inherently implicit dimension present in this kind of non-concrete
information when presented visually. by describing the physical traits visible on the
screen, the describer avoids rendering emotions or feelings that the author did not intend (cf. the example from The English Patient, mentioned above). two observations
have to be made in this respect.
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first of all, this rigid opposition between objective and subjective descriptions does
not reflect the far more complex and nuanced reality of communication, in general, and
audio description in particular. most of the descriptions of characters’ facial expressions
and gestures or the emotions, feelings, or other mental states cannot be categorized as
purely objective or subjective, which has been acknowledged in recent aD research.
adopting a narratological approach to audio description, Kruger (2010) proposes to
move away from precisely describing what we see on the screen and instead render
the narrative effect of this visual information. essential in this account of what he calls
‘audio narration’ (Kruger 2010: 233) is that the concrete verbalizations will be located
on a continuous scale ranging from objective description to a narration that enhances
the audience’s immersion in the story world. a similar claim is made by Palmer and
Salway (2015: 131), who state that in audio description, “[t]here is a continuum rather
than a simple dichotomy.” the continuum they refer to has a philosophical basis and
is called the thought-action continuum (Palmer 2004). Descriptions such as “she shrugs
her shoulders” would be situated nearer to the action end of the continuum, and descriptions such as “she doesn’t care” are nearer to the thought end. Descriptions such
as “she shrugs indifferently” could then be placed more in the middle. the corpus
analysis done by Palmer and Salway (2015) does indeed show that audio description
is far from ‘either-or’ and much more a matter of degree, with most descriptions situated towards the middle of the continuum.
a second, and probably more critical observation, is that the objectivity advocated
in early guidelines may often not be the most desirable choice. first of all, objective descriptions tend to be longer than subjective ones (vercauteren and orero 2013). Interestingly enough, we find this point also in the German guidelines (benecke and Dosch
2004), which acknowledge that given the shortness of the pauses between dialogues,
short (interpreted) descriptions such as “he looks tensely” should be preferred over
longer (objective) ones such as “he has squeezed his eyes shut.” Second, research has
shown that descriptions situated nearer the subjective or interpreted narration or
thought end of the aD continuum are beneficial for the target audience. walczak and
fryer (2017) carried out an experiment in which they tested two different descriptions,
an objective and a creative one, on an audience of people with sight loss and found that
the creative description improved the participants’ immersion or presence in the story
world, creating a more intense narrative experience. In a similar vein, fresno et al.
(2016) tested participants’ memory with two different types of descriptions of the physical appearance of characters, which they termed ‘visual’ (i.e., objective) and ‘semantic’
(i.e., subjective). they found that the latter yielded better results and hypothesized that
the participants tried ‘to go through the merely visual descriptions and extract their
semantic meaning’ (fresno et al. 2016: 160). they suggest that, as a result, these story
world semantic aDs may result in a lower cognitive load imposed on the target audience. this observation forms the starting point of the belgian research project coreaD:
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‘cognitive research in aD – towards a model determining cognitive load in audio described audiovisual products.’ the main goal of this project is to investigate what elements in an audio description influence cognitive load. more specifically, it explores
how different formulations of narrative characters’ mental states impact this load. In
the first phase of the project, which is a smaller-scale replication of Palmer and Salway’s
(2015) research, existing Dutch-spoken audio descriptions were analyzed to see how
the characters’ mental dimension is described and to determine whether we can identify differences in aD approaches (objective vs. subjective) to specific intra- and extratextual parameters of the audiovisual product described. the analysis and its result, to
be discussed in the remainder of this paper, will form the basis of an experiment aiming
to test whether aDs situated on different positions on the continuum do indeed result
in different cognitive load, as suggested by fresno et al. (2016).

3. methodology
for our case study, we analyzed three audio described Dutch-spoken tv series broadcast between 2013 and 2019: Keizersvrouwen (Sombogaart and vos 2019-2020), Beau Séjour (basteyns and beels 2017), and Eigen Kweek (vanhoebrouck 2013-2019). for each
series, we randomly selected one episode, each with a running time of 50 minutes. relevant to the analysis is that the word count of the three audio descriptions is different:
3187 words for Keizersvrouwen, 2330 words for Eigen Kweek, and 4248 words for Beau
Séjour. we chose these tv series in particular as we believe they are a good representation of the belgian-Dutch mediascape and because they are one of the few Dutchspoken tv series that have an audio described version available. they were also
selected to represent three different genres: Keizersvrouwen is a crime series, Beau Séjour
is a mystery-drama series, and Eigen Kweek is a comedy series. various studies and
guidelines (e.g., fryer 2016; morisset and Gonant 2008; ofcom 2017; rai et al. 2010)
have expressed the need for aD and aD’s style to change according to film genre. we
decided to work with different genres for this exact reason, namely, so that we could
consider whether there are differences in description strategies that can be ascribed to
the specific genre of the series.
to better understand how narrative characters’ mental dimension is commonly described, we looked at the specific language used in audio descriptions to present this
kind of information. to do so, we determined the most frequently used formulations
and then classified them according to their syntactic and semantic properties. we chose
this approach because it allows for a systematic analysis of the degree of interpretation
according to the thought-action continuum proposed by Palmer and Salway (2015). we
first transcribed the actual audio descriptions, and then analyzed and categorized them
according to their linguistic properties.
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the first step in this process was to record all the verbs indicating any action or reaction performed by the characters. Secondly, all the words and phrases signifying emotion or thought were marked. after this preparatory work, we conducted a linguistic
analysis of the phrases that express behavioral and mental states. the final step was to
analyze the descriptions in terms of their position on the thought-action continuum to
infer their degree of subjectivity. In the section that follows, we will first discuss the
different formulation strategies for descriptions of characters’ actions, which will also
be referred to as action descriptions.
3.1. Classification of action descriptions

In general, the behavioral dimension of characters in a film or tv series is understood
as their actions and reactions, namely everything characters do through their physical
movements, which are visible on screen (Palmer and Salway 2015; vercauteren 2014).
existing aD research (Henkens 2014) shows that characters’ actions are usually described according to four different structures, which are: a) the use of a standard verb
with no complement of manner; b) the use of a troponym as an alternative for these
standard verbs; c) the use of a verb in combination with an adjunct of manner; and d)
the use of figurative language, such as similes or metaphors. the table below illustrates
these four different strategies employing examples from our corpus, all referring to the
action of walking.
table 1. Examples of formulation strategies for describing characters’ behavioral dimension
a. standard

verb

een vrouw in het wit
loopt door een
imposante inkomhal.
a woman dressed in
white walks through
an impressive entrance
hall.

b. troponym

c. verb

D. figure

Luc ijsbeert.

Xandra loopt
blootvoets over een
smal muurtje.

Ze wendt haar
bebloede gezicht naar
de deuropening, werpt
nog een blik op haar
lijk in de badkuip en
maakt zich uit de
voeten.

luc paces up and
down.
(Beau Séjour)

+ adjunct
of manner

Xandra walks
barefoot on a narrow
wall.
(Keizersvrouwen)

(Keizersvrouwen)

of speech

She turns her bloody
face to the doorway,
takes another look at
her body in the
bathtub, and takes to
her heels.
(Beau Séjour)
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the first strategy is the most basic way to describe narrative characters’ actions: it
is straightforward, but it usually doesn’t say much about the specific manner in which
the action is carried out. Here, we use the term ‘standard verb’ to refer to simple action
verbs, without any ambiguous meaning attached to them, such as the verbs: to look, to
walk, to sit, etc. they only present the act itself, and do not consider the characters’
underlying mental state or motivation. the second strategy is similar to the first, as
concerns its syntax structure, but different in its semantic nature. troponyms are “verbs
that express a particular manner of doing something” (Salway 2007: 22), which is why
they are especially useful in aD: they provide a solution to the dilemma between the
time constraints discussed above and the need for specificity in rendering visual information. besides, they offer welcome alternatives for standard verbs and help avoid
repetition and monotony in the descriptions. the third strategy consists of combining
a verb with an adjunct of manner, such as an adverb, an adverbial adjective, or a relative
clause. comparable to the second strategy, this type of structure is used by audio describers to enhance the meaning of the action, which makes the aD more engaging for
the audience. In our classification system, adjuncts of manner are defined as words or
phrases that provide additional information and insight regarding how an action is carried out. verbs combined with adverbs of place or time, for example, are not included
in this category. the final strategy is somewhat different from the ones mentioned since
it is not defined by a specific syntax structure but by how meaning is conveyed, namely
through figurative language. figures of speech, such as similes and metaphors, are useful stylistic devices, as they enrich the vocabulary of audio descriptions.
In addition to characters’ actions, audio descriptions also describe characters’ motivations, feelings, and thoughts, which we will call thought descriptions. the following
section presents an overview of the different ways these thought descriptions can be
presented by audio describers and introduces a classification model consisting of five
different formulation strategies.
3.1. Classification of thought descriptions

according to Salway (2007), one of the main kinds of information provided by audio
descriptions is the emotional state of characters. In the present study, this ‘emotional
state’ is understood in a broader sense than only a character’s emotional properties. It
refers to what margolin (2007) calls the mental dimension of characters, namely their
perceptual, emotive, volitional, and cognitive properties. In other words, it concerns
everything a character observes, feels, wants, and thinks. the mental dimension is the
character’s ‘interiority’ which entails ‘inner states, knowledge and belief sets, traits, intentions, wishes, dispositions, memories, and attitudes’ (margolin 1990: 844).
the computational corpus analysis carried out by Salway (2007) revealed that
audio describers usually convey this information by using one of the following formu-
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lations: a) the use of a verb modified with an adverb; b) the use of the verb to look (as
in to seem) followed by an adjective; and c) the use of action descriptions involving the
character’s head, face, or eyes. However, when analyzing the corpus, we discovered
some other interesting formulation tendencies, of which Salway takes no special notice.
first, in his analysis, it appears as if an adverb’s addition is always necessary to convey
emotion through verbs in aD. However, in our corpus, we also found instances in
which the use of an action verb alone is enough to convey the mental state behind that
action. an example of this is the audio description ‘ook charlie moet lachen’ [even
charlie has to laugh] (Beau Séjour) in which the verb to laugh indicates an emotion and
does not need to be modified with an adverb to do that. Secondly, Salway does not acknowledge the use of figurative language as a way to describe emotional states. this is
probably because figures of speech do not have a fixed syntax structure, making it difficult to detect them solely through a data-driven computational analysis (Semino 2017;
Stefanowitsch 2007). although manual analysis has undeniable disadvantages, it enables us to detect such figures of speech. this is an advantage in audio description since
these figures are used to be creative and vivid, enriching the aD language to better suit
the narrative style of the film or tv program to be described. therefore, we treat figurative language as a separate description strategy in this study.
table 2. Examples of formulation strategies for describing characters’ mental dimension

a. single

verb

b. verb +

adverb/phrase

Kristel huilt en
roept.
Kristel cries and
screams.
(Beau Séjour)

Woedend slaat
Xandra een pot
van de tafel.
Xandra furiously
knocks a pot off
the table.
(Keizersvrouwen)

c.

description +
part of the
head/face

Julita rolt met de
ogen.
Julita rolls her
eyes.
(Eigen Kweek)

D. (verb

reflecting an
impression +)
adjective

e. figure

of

speech

Xandra lijkt even
verrast, maar
stapt dan doelbewust op de
meisjes af.

bernard schrikt
zich een hoedje
wanneer Patrick
plots achter hem
staat.

for a moment,
Xandra looks
surprised, but
then resolutely
approaches the
girls.

bernard jumps
out of his skin
when Patrick
suddenly stands
behind him.
(Eigen Kweek)

(Keizersvrouwen)
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based on these observations, we would like to suggest a more detailed classification
of how information about characters’ mental states can be described, namely: a) the
use of a single verb implying an emotional state; b) the use of a verb modified with an
adverb or phrase; c) descriptions that mention a part of the head or face; d) the use of
an adjective or phrase indicating emotion or thought, either with or without a verb that
reflects an impression such as to look, and e) the use of figures of speech. table 2 presents
an overview of our analysis’s five categories, again with examples from our corpus.
the first strategy in this classification offers one of the most concise ways to describe characters’ mental states, as it only requires one word to do so. Some of the most
commonly occurring verbs in this category are to smile, cry, startle, and frown. Similar
to the first two strategies used for action descriptions, namely the use of common verbs
and troponyms, this type of description is a convenient way to manage time constraints.
the second strategy requires a somewhat longer description since the verb is modified
with an adverb or phrase. In this case, the verb usually refers solely to the action, and
the adverb or phrase refers to the mental state behind that particular action. the third
strategy for describing characters’ minds consists of phrases in which parts of the head
or face are mentioned, such as the eyes, mouth, eyebrows, or the head and face in their
entirety. the fourth category consists of sentences in which an emotional state or reasoning is implied without any reference to action. this kind of phrase is usually formed
with the verb to look – or another verb that reflects an impression, such as to appear, to
be, plus an adjective or phrase. another typical composition is describing a character
solely with an adjective without the use of a verb. the final strategy consists of using
figures of speech that express a particular emotional state. like their counterparts in
the categorization of action descriptions, these descriptions offer a stylistic way to make
the language of the aD more varied. although these five categories are not always mutually exclusive – as is often the case in linguistic analyses – we decided only to ascribe
one category to each description.
as the classifications of the action and thought descriptions presented above show,
visual representations of narrative characters’ mental states can be rendered verbally
in very different ways. Some of the underlying reasons are intratextual, i.e., sometimes
there is not enough time for a detailed description, and a short alternative has to be
chosen for reasons of economy. other reasons are extratextual and may be ascribed to
the describer’s individual preference for one formulation over another. what describers
have to be aware of is that this personal preference also entails differences in the level
of their description’s subjectivity. one of the advantages of the classification presented
above is that it allows us to indicate this subjectivity level based on the thought-action
continuum, as suggested by Palmer and Salway (2015).
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3.2. Thought-action continuum

the thought-action continuum consists of four different ways in which we can describe
the characters’ mental state or, in other words: “the extent to which the describer makes
explicit for the aD audience what the sighted audience is expected to infer from the
moving image” (Palmer and Salway 2015: 136). In order from action-oriented to
thought-oriented, they are the following: a) descriptions of simple actions, such as
movements of the body or face without explicitly referring to the underlying psychological state; b) descriptions of facial expressions; c) modified action descriptions which
provide insight into how the action is performed through the use of a troponym, an
adverb, or a phrase; and d) descriptions that make statements about the mental state
characters appear to be in (Palmer and Salway 2015: 136). table 3 illustrates these categories through some examples from the corpus of the present study.
table 3. Examples of descriptions according to their position on the thought-action continuum
a. simple

action
(action end of the
continuum)

b. facial

expression
(midway point:
action-oriented)

c. modified

D. apparent

Xandra huilt, michiel
loopt weg van een
persmoment.

Pepita fronst.

Het meisje staat als
aan de grond
genageld.

Xandra lijkt niet
helemaal op haar
gemak.

Xandra cries, michael
walks away from a
press briefing.

(Eigen Kweek)

the girl is riveted to
the spot.

Xandra does not seem
to be entirely at ease.

(Beau Séjour)

(Keizersvrouwen)

Pepita frowns.

action
(midway point:
thought-oriented)

mental
state (thought end
of the continuum)

(Keizersvrouwen)

the categories of our classification and those of Palmer and Salway’s (2015) classification are not entirely equivalent, as they serve a different research aim. the former
allow us to analyze how audio descriptions of a character’s mental dimension are formulated; the latter enable us to investigate to what extent this non-concrete narrative
constituent’s implicit dimension is rendered explicit, i.e., they offer an insight into the
degree of the description’s subjectivity. However, they do complement each other. In
general, using single verbs expressing emotions and thoughts, i.e., the first strategy in
our classification, corresponds to more action-oriented descriptions, namely those describing simple actions and facial expressions. Descriptions such as ‘Xandra huilt’ [Xandra cries] (Keizersvrouwen) and ‘Kato glimlacht’ [Kato smiles] (Beau Séjour) illustrate
this. Since descriptions in which the head, face, eyes, eyebrows, and mouth are men-
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tioned usually refer to facial expressions, the third strategy in our classification generally falls on the action side of the continuum as well. the second strategy in our classification is usually consistent with what Palmer and Salway (2015) call ‘modified action
descriptions,’ as they entail the combination of a verb with an adverb or phrase and
are thus located somewhere in the middle of the continuum. Descriptions created according to the fourth and fifth strategy (descriptions in which a verb expressing an impression, an adjective, or a figure of speech are used) generally correspond to
descriptions on the thought end of the continuum.

4. results

and discussion

In the previous section, we presented two different classification models for linguistically analyzing audio descriptions: one for the description of characters’ actions and
the description of characters’ emotions and thoughts. In addition to this linguistic analysis, our study also tries to correlate these with varying degrees of subjectivity or explicitation, based on Palmer and Salway’s (2015) thought-action continuum. In the
previous section, we presented a model to analyze action and thought descriptions regarding their linguistic formulation and degree of subjectivity. this model was tested
in a small-scale case study to test its applicability and, at the same time, to get a first
idea of how narrative characters’ mental states, as expressed through their actions and
thoughts, are currently being described in Dutch-spoken aD. we were particularly interested in finding out whether some formulations were used more than others and –
in the light of the recently presented advantages of more subjective formulations –
where descriptions are located on the thought-action continuum.
4.1. Analyzing the audio description of characters’ behavioral dimension

as explained in section 3.1, characters’ actions are usually described according to four
different strategies: a) the use of common verbs; b) the use of troponyms; c) the use of
a verb in combination with an adverb, adverbial adjective, or relative clause which indicate the manner of the action; and d) the use of figures of speech. to determine how
the behavioral dimension is described at present, we analyzed all the action descriptions in the corpus and calculated each category’s frequency. the results of this analysis
are shown in the pie chart below. In addition to a general analysis of the entire corpus,
we also conducted a separate study of each episode. we then compared the results to
investigate whether the audio descriptions of the three tv series show individual differences in terms of formulation strategies for action descriptions. the comparative
analysis did not reveal any significant differences, so we will not discuss the results
here.
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Figure 1. formulation strategies for describing characters’ behavioral dimension,
expressed in percentages according to their frequency
B. toponym

19 %

A. standard

verb

52%

C. verb

D. figure

+ adjunct of manner

24%

5%

of speech

the chart demonstrates that using standard verbs is the most frequently occurring
strategy: more than half of all the action descriptions are described in this way (52 percent). this strategy’s predominance can be attributed to the time constraints the logic
of verbal communication imposes on audio describers, as it forces them to opt for
shorter formulations and a less in-depth presentation of the characters’ actions. another
explanation could be that actions are a narrative constituent presented in a concrete
form in visual communication, i.e., they are directly visible and can more easily be
‘named’ than non-concrete realities. However, the pie chart shows that the other (albeit
smaller) half of the actions in the corpus are described with either the use of a verb
modified with an adjunct of manner (24 percent), the use of troponyms (19 percent), or
the use of figures of speech (5 percent). these strategies have in common that they enrich the meaning of the action since they provide more details concerning the action’s
motivation. for instance, troponyms are often indicative of the underlying feelings and
intentions of the action described. by using a troponym, audio describers hint at the
character’s mental state without explicitly mentioning a particular emotion. for
example, the verb ‘to admire’ in the audio description ‘In de hal van de flat bewondert
ze enkele zwart-witfoto’s van jongedames in lingerie’ [In the hallway, she admires some
black and white photographs of young women in lingerie] (Keizersvrouwen) not only
indicates that the woman is looking at something, but at the same time it implies that
she appreciates what she is looking at. the same accounts for adjuncts of manner that
are added to an action verb to provide more information about either the physical way
in which something is done (e.g. ‘Xandra loopt blootvoets over een smal muurtje’ [Xandra walks barefoot over a narrow wall] (Keizersvrouwen)), or the character’s emotional
state (e.g. ‘De inspecteur loopt boos weg’ [the inspector walks away angrily] (Keizersvrouwen)). an interesting finding in this respect is that descriptions in which the
mental state is expressed through an action verb comprise more than one out of four
(27 percent) of a total of 1196 action descriptions in the corpus. overall, these results
suggest that concrete visible actions and non-concrete invisible minds in film often in-
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tertwine in their verbal description, reflecting Palmer’s (2004: 212) argument that ‘the
mind extends beyond the skin.’ However, in addition to expressing emotions through
actions, thought descriptions can also be presented using various other strategies.
4.2. Analyzing the audio description of the characters’ mental dimension

concerning thought descriptions, we introduced the following categorization: a) the
use of a single verb; b) the use of a verb plus an adverb or phrase; c) descriptions which
mention part of the head or face; d) the use of an adjective or phrase, either with or
without a verb that reflects an impression; and e) the use of figurative language. to assess how the mental dimension of audio described characters is represented, we classified all the corpus descriptions according to the strategies above and calculated their
frequency, both for the corpus in its entirety and the three tv series separately. the
former’s breakdown is shown in the pie chart below, while the latter is illustrated in
figure 3.
Figure 2. formulation strategies for describing characters’ mental dimension,
expressed in percentages according to their frequency

E. figure

12%

of speech

reflecting
14%
an impression) +adjective

A. single

13%

web

D. (verb

C. description

13%

B. verb

+ adverb/phrase

48 %

+ part of
the head/face

as the data shows, thought descriptions which are composed of a verb combined
with an adverb or phrase are the strategy that is used most often to audio describe the
mental dimension of characters: 191 out of a total of 400 thought descriptions in the
corpus were described according to this strategy (48 percent). this is almost as much
as all the other strategies combined, which all occur in 12 to 13 percent of the descriptions. one possible explanation of the predominance of the verb + adverb/phrase strategy could be that the implicit dimension inherent in the visual representation of
characters’ mental states is not sufficiently explained by a verb alone, i.e., that adverbs
name emotions and feelings more explicitly than verbs do and are therefore added in
the description. another explanation could be what we already pointed out in the previous section, namely that the behavioral and mental dimensions are closely linked in
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audio descriptions. Hence, characters’ emotions and thoughts are often expressed
through the description of an action. to confirm this hypothesis, we calculated how
often thought descriptions across all categories are conveyed through action verbs and
found that – whether through the use of a single verb, a verb plus an adverb, or a figure
of speech – 81 percent of all 400 thought descriptions in the corpus is described in this
manner. this finding seems to corroborate Palmer and Salway’s (2015) argument
against the supposedly clear-cut dichotomy between a character’s mental state and the
physical characteristics which reflect that state.
However, a more fine-grained comparison of the three different series shows some
marked differences. first, the crime series Keizersvrouwen has a significantly higher percentage (61 percent) of thought descriptions of the second category, namely the use of
a verb plus an adverb or phrase, than the other two series, which both have around 40
percent. Second, the audio descriptions in the tv series Eigen Kweek show a higher percentage of figures of speech than the others: 19 percent for Eigen Kweek compared to 9
percent for Keizersvrouwen and 10 percent for Beau Séjour. finally, the use of verbs expressing an impression combined with an adjective was found to occur more frequently
in the drama series Beau Séjour (21 percent), on average 10 percent more than in Keizersvrouwen (9 percent) and Beau Séjour (13 percent). It seems possible that these results
are due to the genre differences between the three series. the audio describer of Keizersvrouwen might have opted for more action-oriented descriptions of the characters’
mental state because crime series generally have more action scenes.
Figure 3. formulation strategies for describing characters’ mental dimension, expressed in percentages
according to their frequency, for the different tv series

A. single
D. (verb

web

B. verb

+ adverb/phrase

reflecting an impression) +adjective

C. description
E. figure

+ part of the head/face

of speech

61%

41%

9%

12%

9% 9%

KEIZERSVROUWEN

15%

39 %

12% 13%

19 %

EIGEN KWEEK

17 %

13%

21%
10 %

BEAU SÉJOUR
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In contrast, Eigen Kweek is a comedy containing a lot of verbal humor, which may
explain the high number of figures of speech in the audio description, since this offers
a creative and succinct way to paint a picture of the general atmosphere. whereas audio
describers might be cramped for space to provide in-depth information about characters’ emotions and thoughts in tv series filled with action and dialogue, such as in
Eigen Kweek and Keizersvrouwen, drama series usually leave more room for longer descriptions of this kind. fryer (2016: 119) highlights the same notion, saying that “description for action movies is best kept short and punchy,” while descriptive utterances
for non-action movies usually “feature longer sentences, with a more lyrical turn of
phrase.” these results are reflected in the word count of the audio descriptions, which
was by far the highest for Beau Séjour (4248 words) and the lowest for Eigen Kweek (2330
words). However, this is only a hypothesis, and further investigation into the association between genre and aD is required to confirm it.
to conclude this section, we would like to point out that out of the total of 1033
sentences in the concise400 sentences (39 percent) include a reference to characters’
emotions or thoughts, reflecting the importance of insights into characters’ mental states
to be able to follow and understand the story. In the final section of our analysis, we
will look at where these mental states’ descriptions are on the thought-action continuum to gauge their level of subjectivity.

4.3. Degree

of Interpretation

as pointed out in the literature review, audio describers are generally advised against
explicitly naming the emotions or thoughts of a character, and encouraged to describe
the physical characteristics used to express these emotions and thoughts. to assess
whether or not this recommendation truly manifests itself in reality, we analyzed how
information about the characters’ mental dimension is conveyed at present. as a basis
for this analysis, we used Palmer and Salway’s (2015) thought-action continuum, which
places descriptions of characters appearing to be in a certain mental state at the thought
end of the spectrum, and descriptions that only mention the physical characteristics of
this mental state at the action end of the spectrum. In the middle of the continuum, descriptions which give information about both the action itself and the mental functioning behind the action, such as motivations, intentions, attitudes, and feelings, are
positioned. the pie chart below illustrates where the audio descriptions in our corpus
are placed on the continuum by giving each approach’s percentage frequency.
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Figure 4. Position of descriptions on the thought-action continuum,
expressed in percentages according to their frequency
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from the chart data, we can infer that information about the characters’ mental dimension is primarily conveyed through descriptions that fall midway on the continuum, namely descriptions modified with an adverb, troponym, or phrase, which
make up 58 percent in total. this finding is consistent with that of Palmer and Salway
(2015), who observed a general tendency towards these kinds of descriptions in audio
description for british film and tv. this suggests that describing the mental dimension
of characters usually entails some form of interpretation on the part of the audio describer, because (s)he has to render the implicit visual elements into an explicit verbal
form, and therefore infers the underlying meaning while at the same time still staying
true to what can be seen on screen (i.e., the actions). Interestingly, descriptions with the
second-highest percentage frequency were those nearest the continuum’s thought end
(20 percent). In contrast, descriptions of simple actions (15 percent) and facial expressions (7 percent) were found to occur least frequently. this outcome is somewhat
surprising since it goes against what various aD guidelines, such as the Spanish
(aenor 2005), German (benecke and Dosch 2004), Greek (Georgakopoulou 2010),
french (morisset and Gonant 2008), and american guidelines (Snyder 2010), usually
recommend when it comes to describing characters’ mental state. Hence, this observation may support the hypothesis that describing as ‘objectively’ as possible is not always
a desirable or possible description strategy. Some degree of interpretation will occur in
most audio descriptions of the characters’ mental states.
another interesting finding resulted from the comparison of the audio descriptions
of the three different tv series. In the chart below, we can see that descriptions on the
thought end of the continuum – thus, more subjective descriptions – is much higher in
Beau Séjour (28 percent) than in Keizersvrouwen (11 percent). Interestingly, the use of descriptions on the midway point of the continuum – that is, thought-oriented descriptions which provide insight into how the action is performed – is highest in
Keizersvrouwen (68 percent) and lowest in Beau Séjour (46 percent). although these re-
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sults need to be interpreted with caution, it may be possible that audio describers of
drama series are inclined to a more interpretative, subjective approach, and depend
less on action verbs when describing characters’ psychological dimension, and that
audio describers of action series, on the other hand, lean toward a more moderate approach: both the (objective) action that represents the character’s mental state and the
(subjective) underlying meaning of that action are included in the description. these
observations further support the possible association between film genre and description strategies, and might even indicate that when the genre of a series is more actionor thought-oriented, the accompanying audio description will also be more action- or
thought-oriented.
Figure 5. Position of descriptions on the thought-action continuum,
expressed in percentages according to their frequency, for the different tv series
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and further research

the present paper started with the observation that audio description, as an instance
of intermodal translation, presents various challenges related to the modal differences
between the audiovisual source text and the verbal target text and to the intermodal
nature of the translation process itself. one constituent that proves to be particularly
problematic in this respect is the psychological dimension of narrative characters expressed through their actions, facial expressions, and other body movements. Since this
dimension is implicit when expressed visually, rendering it verbally always involves
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some degree of explicitation and (subjective) interpretation. In our case study, we
wanted to gain an insight into the different strategies currently used in Dutch audio
descriptions and see whether these are more objective or subjective. overall, the results
suggest that descriptions fall midway on the continuum, with a slight bias towards the
spectrum’s thought-end, meaning that the recommendation to describe objectively, as
proposed in the guidelines, is often not followed in practice. In terms of the strategies
used, action descriptions most often use single verbs, whereas thought descriptions
most often use verbs combined with an adverb or phrase. this could be explained by
the different nature of actions and thoughts in visual communication. Since the former
are concrete and can be presented directly, they can be described precisely without
further qualification.
on the other hand, the latter are abstract and are always given indirectly, which
may urge the describer to include some form of subjective qualification. However, the
analysis showed that actions and thoughts could not be treated as entirely separate
from each other: the characters’ mental states are expressed mostly in descriptions that
refer to their actions (81 percent). also, descriptions of characters’ actions are frequently
accompanied by a reference to the emotion or reasoning behind that action (27 percent).
we duly acknowledge that these results must be treated carefully and that the study
presented here has clear limitations, which are predominantly due to the small scale of
the corpus. further research on a larger-scale corpus will have to be conducted to confirm or reject these findings. the same goes for the differences in thought descriptions
that were observed when comparing the three episodes. we hypothesized that these
are related to the differences in genre, but this will have to be studied in a much larger
corpus. our findings are also based on a Dutch-spoken corpus, and the results may be
different for languages that use various syntactic and linguistic means to express actions
and thoughts. finally, one element that was not included in our analysis is which types
of emotions are usually described. It is possible that universal emotions, such as anger
or sadness, are easier to express visually. therefore, it is easier to recognize and describe
other emotions such as disgust or pride (ekman and friesen 2003; ekman, friesen and
ellsworth 1972; faigin 2008). this may also result in different strategies being used to
describe them and other subjectivity levels in the description.
to summarize, the differences between the visual and verbal modes of communication impact the practice of audio description. In this paper, we barely scratched the
surface. It would be good to see future research uncover more of the implications of
these differences on aD and other forms of intermodal translation.
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